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Details of Visit:

Author: jayflex
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 14 Dec 2011 2:50
Duration of Visit: 20
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Stunning Indian Sonam - Highly Recommended
Website: http://www.indian-palace.com/116/info/2015%20indian%20sonam.html
Phone: 07572222915

The Premises:

Close to small cafe near underground

The Lady:

5'7 mid twenties curvy size 10-12 large natural breast.

The Story:

Arrived on time but had to wait in the bathroom for next dude to leave. Went through to room was
told another girl was available ( anita) i have seen her before so declined. While in the room with
her she told me that she does not provide a full service ( no sex). I thought this was a little strange
as i know this place is not a legit massage place and i doubt that punters come here for a massage
only. The only thing i could pin it on is due to my colour as im not a bad looking chap. So this
created a little akward atmosphere. After reading worldpunters review i can relate to it just not
feeling right.
I can also confirm that i have expereinced a number of isues when coming to bookings.
I will not go into graphic detail about the service only to say that it was abit mechanical and i was
not allowed to touch down below.
I felt compelled to write this as i have clearly been discriminated against due to my race. After
reading a number of reviews on here it is quite clear that she does off a full service.
So to conculde i cannot recommend her if u are black. It is a shame as she has a nice body. She
also mentioned that she has her regulars so if this is not you then you might see what i am talking
about.

Service Provider's Rebuttal

The establishment writes:

Hello Jayflex, it was not nice for us to read this report. We have spoken to Jada about it. We do
understand why a person would be upset if they felt they were being discriminated against because
of their colour. All of the ladies at Indian palace do have a choice about the race of gentlemen that
they offer full service to. Jada does offer full personal to asian and white gentlemen, but does not
offer a full service to black gentlemen. This is because of her own personal preference. And it's not
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something Indian Palace can do anything about. As you know jayflex, we do have ladies at our
place that do offer you a full service.

When Jada first walked into the room and met you, she said she did explain that she does not do
full service and you agreed to stay with her after that.
Jada has also said that she does allow touching where you mentioned, but does not feel
comfortable with full on fingering.

Not all the ladies at Indian Palace are not comfortable with fingering etc. Each lady is comfortable
with different things.
Whenever anyone rings us about services, we always say to email us and we will email you back
with the services that each of the ladies are comfortable with doing. If it's not convenient for you to
email, we always say come in and speak to the ladies about the services she provides.

Jada does have visitors who always come back and see her. But it's not nice for a person to be let
down after wanting something different. We apologise for the disappointment that has been caused
and we can see the disappointment reflected in your report. Could you please send us an email?

We would also like to mention a few other things. Sometimes bookings do run over a few minutes
and this is out of our control. And you would have been asked to wait in the bathroom as we do our
best to make sure customers do not see each other or bump into each other.
Jada is also a dress size 8, not a 10-12 as mentioned in the report. Her waist is a size 8, but she
does have a bum with a bit of a curve on it.

Indian Palace
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